UNA’s Deferred Pathways Program

For students denied admission to UNA as freshman, UNA and NWSCC have created a deferred pathways program. In order to participate in the program, students should follow the below steps:

In order to be eligible to participate in the program, students should apply by August 1 for the Fall semester and November 15 for the Spring semester.

1. Submit above form after completing 24 hours at NW-SCC. Also, please send an updated NWSCC transcript to UNA after completing 24 hours.

2. Admissions requirements: To qualify for admission to University of North Alabama through this deferred transfer program, students are required to meet these criteria:

   1. Enroll as First Time in College (FTIC) freshman at NW-SCC.
   2. Complete a minimum of 24 credit hours of college-level transferrable coursework, to include the required coursework specified by the applicable UNA academic catalog. Remaining coursework to complete the minimum credit hour requirement should be selected from the suggested curriculum based on intended major, which is outlined in the STARS Guide (http://stars.troy.edu/stars.html). The PAF will only be valid for three consecutive semesters after initial enrollment at NWS-CC.
   3. Earn a minimum 2.00 GPA in cumulative transferrable coursework and required academic college courses, as outlined in the STARS Guide.
   4. Must be in good academic standing at NW-SCC at time of transfer with no holds on their official NW-SCC transcript.
   5. Must enroll at UNA the following semester after transferring from NW-SCC.
   6. If you transfer to another institution other than UNA, the agreement will be void.
   7. Notwithstanding any other provision herein, UNA reserves the right to apply to any NW-SCC student seeking admission to UNA the same standards concerning prior conduct history that it applies to all other applicants, and any NW-SCC student not meeting those standards may not be offered admission.

Once you are ready to transfer, you will need to reapply through your MyUNA account.

UNA’s transfer scholarships and NW-SCC discount may not be stacked. To be eligible for UNA’s Transfer Scholarship or discount, the deadline for the Fall semester is June 1 and the deadline for the Spring semester is November 1.